The Super Skater Program
How it works for YOU!







Offers attainable goals for beginner skaters.
Increases a skater’s confidence and enthusiasm for roller skating.
Teaches safety and proper technique, which prevents injury to skaters.
Allows beginning skaters to build a strong foundation of basic skills.
Tests are based on individual performance so there is no pressure of competition.
Order your Super Skater kit TODAY!

What is it?
Super Skater, a readymade program teaching basic skills, is a simple, easy and effective way to
encourage new skaters. To pass level one of the program and receive a Super Skater pin, the skater
must successfully perform three of five basic skills. The skater is required to demonstrate four of six
advanced-beginner skills to pass level two of the program. Upon successful completion of level two,
skaters receive a Super Skater pin and a certificate recognizing their achievement. A nominal fee of $3
is charged per test; pins can be purchased in advance.

How do you get involved?






Obtain copies of the test forms—download from the Coaches Corner section of the website or call
the national office.
Set up Super Skater classes to teach the basic skills needed for level one and/or two. Don’t have an
experienced skater to teach the program? Download the “Teaching a Nonskater to Teach
Beginning Skating” curriculum from the website at no cost. You’ll find out how anyone can teach
basic skating skills required in the super skater program.
Have one or three judges present when your skaters are ready to be tested. Judges must be 15 years
of age and knowledgeable of skating skills.
Turn in the test forms and $3 fee per test to the RSA office and we will send out your Super Skater
pins and certificates.

Market to Kids Attending a Birthday Party!
While kids are excited about skating, you can make sure they leave with Super Skater information,
such as a schedule of lesson times:
 Create a pass or gift card for a free Super Skater lesson to encourage them to return.
 Give them a “two for one” coupon for Super Skater lessons.
 Give kids a coupon where they will get a discount or free snack bar item when they sign up for the
Super Skater program.
 Waive the admission fee if a skater brings a friend for the lesson.

Everything you need to administer the Super Skater program can be found at www.rollerskating.com or
by contacting the RSA office via email at achievement@rollerskating.com or calling the office at
317-347-2626.

